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Abstract—Interaction between mixing and crystallization is often
ignored despite the fact that it affects almost every aspect of the
operation including nucleation, growth, and maintenance of the
crystal slurry. This is especially pronounced in multiple impeller
systems where flow complexity is increased. By choosing proper
mixing parameters, what closely depends on the knowledge of the
hydrodynamics in a mixing vessel, the process of batch cooling
crystallization may considerably be improved. The values that render
useful information when making this choice are mixing time and
power consumption. The predominant motivation for this work was
to investigate the extent to which radial dual impeller configuration
influences mixing time, power consumption and consequently the
values of metastable zone width and nucleation rate. In this research,
crystallization of borax was conducted in a 15 dm3 baffled batch
cooling crystallizer with an aspect ratio (H/T) of 1.3. Mixing was
performed using two straight blade turbines (4-SBT) mounted on the
same shaft that generated radial fluid flow. Experiments were
conducted at different values of N/NJS ratio (impeller speed/
minimum impeller speed for complete suspension), D/T ratio
(impeller diameter/crystallizer diameter), c/D ratio (lower impeller
off-bottom clearance/impeller diameter), and s/D ratio (spacing
between impellers/impeller diameter). Mother liquor was saturated at
30°C and was cooled at the rate of 6°C/h. Its concentration was
monitored in line by Na-ion selective electrode. From the values of
supersaturation that was monitored continuously over process time, it
was possible to determine the metastable zone width and
subsequently the nucleation rate using the Mersmann’s nucleation
criterion. For all applied dual impeller configurations, the mixing
time was determined by potentiometric method using a pulse
technique, while the power consumption was determined using a
torque meter produced by Himmelstein & Co. Results obtained in
this investigation show that dual impeller configuration significantly
influences the values of mixing time, power consumption as well as
the metastable zone width and nucleation rate. A special attention
should be addressed to the impeller spacing considering the flow
interaction that could be more or less pronounced depending on the
spacing value.

Keywords—Dual impeller crystallizer, mixing time, power
consumption, metastable zone width, nucleation rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION
RYSTALLIZATION is a valuable separation and
purification technique in many domains, such as
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chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries. If
crystallization is conducted in a stirred vessel, mixing can
affect crystallization kinetics and consequently the properties
of the product, including crystal size distribution, purity and
morphology. Although it has been empirically known that
impeller and crystallizer geometry have a considerable effect
on the product, this problem has rarely been quantitatively
investigated [1]–[3] and in many cases crystallization is
carried out without any optimization of the hydrodynamic
conditions [4], [5].
In a mixing vessel (which crystallizer in this research is),
the flow pattern generated by impellers is a strong function of
mixing characteristics such as type of the impeller, geometry
of the impeller, presence or absence of the baffles, geometry
of the reactor and rheological properties of the fluid [6]. In
order to obtain a desired product, each crystallizer, regardless
of its size, requires a proper selection of the mixing
characteristics.
To what degree a certain system is mixed, can be assessed
by several parameters, with mixing time as the most important
one [7]. It is defined as the time necessary to achieve a given
homogeneity from the non-equilibrium level after a small
volume of tracer has been injected into the mixing vessel [8].
Over the past decades, numerous studies on this subject have
been published [9]–[15]. The majority of which has been
conducted in a single impeller system, which is adequate for
small scale processes. However, for plant scale, a multiple
impeller system with an aspect ratio higher than one is a more
desirable option. In these systems, mixing time has rarely been
investigated and is still an open issue.
The aim of this work was to investigate how dual radial
impeller configuration influences mixing time and power
consumption in a batch cooling crystallizer. The effect of the
same configurations on the nucleation rate of borax
decahydrate (in a batch cooling crystallizer was tested as well.
Boron compounds, including borax decahydrate, have a
wide range of applications almost in all manufacturing areas,
except food [16]. The production of borax crystals of a certain
composition and crystal size distribution is dependent on
crystallization kinetics which in turn is dependent on fluid
dynamics of the suspension.
This study gives a contribution to establishing an efficient
dual impeller configuration for the process of batch cooling
crystallization of borax.
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Experiments were perform
med in a laboraatory-scale (155 dm )
stiirred batch coooling crystalliizer (Fig. 1). The
T crystallizeer was
a cylindrical flaat bottom vesssel with an innternal diameteer (dT)
off 0.24 m and liquid heightt to tank diam
meter (H/dT) oof 1.3.
Thhis aspect ratiio enabled ann investigationn of a dual im
mpeller
syystem. Both iimpellers werre radial straight blade tuurbines
(S
SBT), mountedd on the samee shaft. The vvessel was equuipped
wiith four bafflees placed at 900° around the vvessel peripherry.

wheere R is the raadius of the vvessel. An adddition of the trracer
did not alter the rheologicall properties oof the continnuous
phase.
T
The change in potential, cauused by the tracer, was meassured
by tthe Na-ISE plaaced symmetrrically to the innjection point with
resppect to the shaaft, at positionn 0.86 H from
m the tank botttom.
In ppreliminary stuudies, the Na-IISE was checkked for lineariity of
its response, whhich was founnd to be veryy good. Data was
continuously monnitored using an appropriaate applicationn. To
me obtained,, all
confirm the vaalues of thee mixing tim
w
repeatedd at least five times. The
meaasurements were
reprroducibility off the measurem
ment was withhin four percennt. In
this research, miixing time is presented in its dimensionnless
form
m - as an N∙t95 value, where N is the impeller speed.
P
Power consum
mption was ccalculated froom the valuees of
torqque measured by a torque meter
m
produceed by Himmelstein
&C
Co.
B
B. Batch Coolinng Crystallizaation of Borax Decahydrate

Fig. 1 Schemaatic illustration oof the apparatuss (1: crystallizerr, 2:
impeller, 3: Na-ISE concenntration measureement system, 44:
m, 7:
thermostat, 5: torque sensor, 6: torque measuurement system
electromotor, 88: temperature m
measurement syystem, 9: compuuter)

All measurem
ments (excludding the ones which relate to the
investigation off an influence of N/NJS) weere conducted at the
mplete
crritical impeller speed which ensured thee state of com
suuspension - NJS. The valuue of this im
mpeller speedd was
deetermined for each tested coonfiguration, using a visual 0.9H
m
method accordinng to [17]. Thhe method defiines NJS as thee speed
at which the sluurry height reaaches 0.9 of thee total liquid hheight.
me, at all exaamined
It should be nnoted that at the same tim
coonfigurations, Zwitering’s “one second criterion” waas met
[18].
me and Powerr Consumptionn Measuremennts
A. Mixing Tim
In this researrch, mixing tiime - t95 was deﬁned as the time
neeeded for a cooncentration too reach and reemain within 5% of
the ﬁnal value [19]. It was meeasured by pottentiometric m
method
ussing a pulse technique. Thee moment of the tracer injjection
waas taken as aan initial poinnt of measurem
ment of the m
mixing
tim
me. The poinnt where the ssignal remaineed almost connstant,
that is where tthe normalized terminal pootentiometric signal
waas within ±5 %, was takeen as a trunccation point of the
m
measurement. M
Measurementss were conduucted in the same
reactor, shown in Fig. 1. Soddium chloride solution (10 ccm3, 2
mol dm-3) was used as a traccer. Distilled w
water was useed as a
m
a
coontinuous phaase, since its physical propperties were almost
iddentical to the ones of saturaated solution oof borax. The tracer
waas injected w
with a syringee approximateely 1 cm beloow the
suurface, mid-waay between thhe adjacent baaffles and at 0.5 R,
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S
Saturated boraxx solution wass prepared by dissolving 999.9 %
puree borax decahhydrate in exceess regarding the solubility data
(Etii Maden Isletm
meleri, Turkeey) in ultrapurre water (κ=00.054
S cm-1) [20]–[25] at 30 °C. IIn order to rem
move residuall salt
andd any possible impurities, thee solution wass filtered throuugh a
cakee of diatomacceous earth byy vacuum filtrration. Thereaafter,
preppared saturatedd solution wass cooled at connstant coolingg rate
of 6 °C h-1. Teemperature coontrol was acccomplished bby a
proggrammable thhermostatic baath (Medingenn TC 250) annd an
appropriate dataa acquisition system. Durring the process,
concentration chaange of boraxx solution was monitored inn line
usinng the Na-ion selective electtrode (Na-ISE
E).
AND DISCUSSIO
ON
IIII. RESULTS A

T
The first part oof the researchh was related too the investigaation
of mixing time. It was meaasured for ddifferent operaating
conditions, impelller speed - N/N
N JS, impelleer diameter - D/T,
off--bottom clearrance - c/D and impelleer spacing - s/D
resppectively.
T
The second paart of the reseaarch consistedd of determinaation
of thhe nucleation rate of boraxx decahydrate in a batch coooling
crysstallizer at the same stated conditions.
c
T
The fundameental thermoodynamic drriving force of
crysstallization is given by thee change of cchemical poteential
betw
ween standingg and equilibrrium state [266]. Since chem
mical
poteential is a quaantity that is not easy to meaasure, for the sake
of convenience,, the drivinng force (suupersaturation) is
expressed as the differennce betweenn the meassured
concentration off the mother liquor, c, andd the equilibrium
concentration, c*, which was determined frrom the solubbility
dataa [27], [28].
S
Solubility dataa of borax decaahydrate preseented on Fig. 2 (a)
wass determined iin previously published work [29]. Fig. 2 (b)
show
ws a typical eexample of thee supersaturattion change duuring
a baatch cooling crystallizationn of borax. Inn all experim
ments,
supeersaturation profiles were ssimilar to the one shown inn Fig.
2 ((b). At t=0, crystallizer iis filled withh a just-saturrated
soluution. As the temperature of the solutiion decreases,, the
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soolution beginss to be superssaturated at a constant ratee. The
suupersaturation increases, reaaches a peak and then decrreases.
Liinear incremeent of superssaturation is a function oof salt
soolubility and ccooling rate annd it does nott depend on m
mixing
coonditions. Onn the other hhand, the maximum
m
valuues of
suupersaturation (cmax) as weell as the subsequent decreease of
suupersaturation depend on eexamined mixxing parameteers. At
the maximum value of suppersaturation, cmax, spontaaneous
nuucleation takees place, thuss this value corresponds to the
m
maximum supeersaturation ee.g. the metaastable zone width
exxpressed in terrms of concenttration.

[30]] proposed thhat only one contribution is dominant in a
giveen range of suupersaturation.. They suggestted a rapid, sim
mple
andd indirect method (Fig. 3)) to determinne the nucleaation
mecchanism in a classical nucleation theory by measuringg the
degree of supersaaturation and solubility at a constant coooling
ratee.

Figg. 3 Mersmann’’s nucleation criiterion

D
Data obtainedd in this studdy were markked on the ggraph
show
wn in Fig. 3 which presents a relation betw
ween
dim
mensionless m
metastable zone
z
width (cmax/cc) and
dim
mensionless soolubility (c*/ccc), where cc is crystal m
molar
density. It wass found thatt the heteroogeneous prim
mary
mechanism in examined systems
nucleation is the dominating m
c
by [31],
(Figg. 3). In that caase, nucleationn rate can be calculated
[32]]:
0.965 ∙

Fig. 2 Concenttration and solubbility change ovver process timee (a),
supersaturaation profile (b))

Various mechhanisms are pproposed to coorrelate a nuclleation
prrocess and m
metastable zonne width. In an unseeded batch
coooling crystallizer, the prim
mary nucleationn mechanism occurs
doominantly. Inn these systtems, a hom
mogenous prrimary
nuucleation occuurs only if a supersaturated
s
d solution is ffree of
anny particle. On
O the conttrary, a heteerogeneous prrimary
nuucleation takess place in the ppresence of fooreign particlees. The
total rate of nuccleation, N, iss the sum of thhe four contriibuting
mechanisms:
m

∆

∙

∙ ln

∗

∙ exp

1
1.19 ∙

∙

∗

∙

wheere,het is thhe heterogeneeity factor, DAB is the bulk
diffu
fusivity, dm iss the moleculle diameter, f is the reducction
facttor (for heteroogeneous nuclleation 0 < f < 1, it dependds on
the contact anglee between the surface of thee foreign partticles
andd the surface of the nucleeus), cc preseents crystal m
molar
density, v numbber of ions per molecule and S is relaative
Calculation w
was carried ouut with DAB=10
= -10
supeersaturation. C
2
3
m /ss [33] and cc=4.48
=
mol/dm which was vvalid for estim
mated
paraameters of het=10-11 and f=
=0.1 [34].

(1)
Fig. 4 Dimennsionless mixingg time and nuclleation rate vs.
dimensionlesss impeller speedd

es of homogenneous,
whhere, Nhom, Nhet
h , Nsur and Natt are the rate
heeterogeneous, secondary suurface nucleatiion, and the rrate of
atttrition induceed secondary nucleation. K
Kim and Mersmann
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(2)
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Results on Fig. 4 show
w dependencee of dimensiionless
m
mixing time (N
N∙t95) and nuucleation ratee on dimensiionless
mpeller speed (N/N
(
crease in nucleeation rate, in nuclei
im
JS). A dec
peer m3∙s, is a consequence
c
oof higher leveel of turbulencce, i.e.
grreater value off the N/NJS ratiio, which caussed narrowing of the
m
metastable zonee.

mensionless mixiing time and nuucleation rate vs.
Fig. 5 Dim
dimensionlesss impeller diameeter

Decrease in the value of mixing time w
with an increease of
im
mpeller diametter (D/T) was observed. Ass is shown in Fig.
F 5,
the values of m
mixing time sshow tendencyy of approachhing a
coonstant value. At the same ttime, the valuue of nucleatioon rate
is increased. Thhe reason for thhis lies in the fact that radiaal flow
mpellers impoose essentiallyy shear stresss to the fluidd. The
im
larrger the impeeller more prronounced thee shear forcees that
brreak stable nuclei in fo
formation aree. This posttponed
nuucleation i.e. widened
w
the m
metastable zonee and resultedd in the
highest nucleatiion rate in thiss investigationn.

mensionless mixiing time and nuucleation rate vs.
Fig. 6 Dim
dimeensionless impeller off-bottom clearance

Results of thhe experimentts shown in F
Figs. 4 and 5 were
w
c/D annd s/D
coonducted at constant impelller position where
eqqualed 1. How
wever, as severral studies havve shown [35]]–[37],
im
mpeller positioon does matterr. Depending on the impeller offboottom clearance and/or im
mpeller spacingg, the overalll fluid
floow in the vesssel can differr greatly. As was presumeed, our
investigation shhowed that both mixing tiime and nuclleation
mpeller positionn as can be seeen on
raate are influencced by the im
Fiigs. 6 and 7. A parabolic deependence of mixing time on the
vaalues of off-bbottom clearannce has a minimum at c/D
D=0.6.
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Deppending on thee values of im
mpeller off-botttom clearancee and
imppeller spacing,, Rutherford et al. [38] diivided stable flow
pattterns in multipple impeller syystems into thrree types: paraallel,
merrging, and diveerging flow. Iff a lower impeeller is too cloose to
the vessel bottom
m (in our ressearch this w
was at c/D=0.22), a
diveerging flow will
w form. In thhat case, loweer impeller strream
folloows a path ttoward and im
mpinges uponn the base off the
vesssel. Practicallly, it is not aable to fully “develop” and its
contribution to the overall fluid flow in the vesseel is
weaakened. The value of hheterogeneouss nucleation rate
calcculated for c/D
D=0.2 confirm
ms this, as it is relatively high
whiich was a connsequence off the described diverging fflow.
From
m c/D =0.6 too 1.3, nucleatioon rate increasses.
D
Depending on the impeller spacing, an interaction off the
fluidd flow generated by each impeller cann be more or less
pronnounced. Resuults shown in Fig. 7 indicate that both miixing
timee and nucleaation rate inncrease with an incremennt of
imppeller spacing.
A
Among other, two extremes are investigaated here. The first
one is when imppeller spacing equals zero. In that case, two
metric
imppellers acted like one bbut with moodified geom
charracteristics whhere dimensionless impellerr blade width, w/D
wass equal to 0.5.. This resultedd in the lowesst value of N∙tt95 in
this part of the innvestigation. The other exttreme is whenn the
( this case w
when s/D=1.5)) that
twoo impellers aree set so apart (in
the flows which they generatee are completeely independennt of
eachh other. This rresulted in pooor mixing in thhe region betw
ween
the impellers andd the highest value of N∙t995 in all exam
mined
configurations.

Fig. 7 Dimennsionless mixingg time and nuclleation rate vs.
dimensionless impeller
i
spacing

M
Mixing time measurementts showed thhat merging flow
(s/D
D=0 to s/D=1) led to a lowerr value of dim
mensionless miixing
timee compared too the parallell (s/D=1.5) annd diverging flow
pattterns (c/D=0.22). This is in accordance
a
with the findinggs of
Ruttherford et al. [38]. Regardinng the values of nucleation rate,
an increase withh an increm
ment of impeeller spacing was
obseerved. At s/D=
=1.5 the rate of
o nucleation w
was among higghest
ones obtained in this
t investigattion.
T
The fact that tthere are no crystals preseent in the soluution
prioor to nucleatiion enabled uus to investiggate if there is a
corrrelation betweeen the valuess of mixing tim
me and nucleaation
ratee. In Fig. 8, a scatter diaggram of nucleeation rate aggainst
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dimensionless mixing timee, along wiith the valuues of
coorrelation coeffficient - r is given. It sugggests that nuclleation
raate and N∙t95 sstrongly correlate in system
ms where N/N
NJS and
D were investtigated. Correlation was shoown to be mooderate
s/D
at D/T, c/D. Thhese findings ssuggest that thhe nucleation rate is
afffected by the value of mixxing time and in order to prroduce
crrystals of desirred properties it should be taaken into accoount.

wheere representts torque whicch was measurred continuoussly.
R
Results showed that power consumption increased witth an
incrrement of N/N
NJS. An increasse of impellerr diameter resuulted
in loowering of thee power consuumption. The rreason for thiss lies
in thhe fact that all experimentss (except the ones where N/N
N JS
wass tested) were conducted at tthe values N=N
NJS. The largeer the
imppeller the low
wer impeller sspeed is requiired to ensuree the
statee of complete suspension.
Im
mpeller posittion reflects on the amouunt of the poower
consumed as welll. It was foundd that the valuue of P/m increeases
withh an incremennt of both imppeller off-botttom clearancee and
imppeller spacing. These resultss are directly llinked to the vvalue
of ccritical impelller speed (NJSS). The fact iss that the speeed at
whiich the statee of complette suspensionn is achieved is
dependent on thee impeller possition. Since iits value increeased
withh an incremennt of c/D andd s/D (as a coonsequence off the
exisstence of zonnes of lower mixedness att certain imppeller
posiitions), it diirectly reflectted on the values of poower
consumed per uniit mass.
NCLUSIONS
IV. CON

Inn this paper, a dependencee of dimensionnless mixing time
andd nucleation rate of boorax decahyddrate on miixing
paraameters (impeeller speed, siize and positiion) was founnd. It
sugggests that in oorder to obtainn a product of ddesired properrties,
a duual impeller ccrystallizer w
with specific m
mixing param
meters
shouuld be consideered. Obvioussly, different m
mixing param
meters
resuult in differennt flow patternns, the effect of which (onn the
crysstallization kkinetics of borax decahhydrate) willl be
inveestigated in the future.

Fig. 8 Scatter diagram of nuccleation rate agaainst dimensionlless
mixxing time
T
TABLE
I
POWER
R CONSUMPTION VALUES FOR TES
STED SYSTEMS
Mixing parameter
P/m (W/kg)
1
33.35
N/NJS
1.33
88.00
(aat D/T=0.33,
1.67
15.69
cc/D, s/D=1)
2
20.56
44.93
0.27
D/T
(at N/NJS,
0.33
33.35
cc/D, s/D=1)
0.40
22.51
0.2
00.81
c/D
0.6
22.12
(aat D/T=0.33,
1
33.35
N
N/NJS, s/D=1)
1.3
77.32
0
22.11
s/D
0.5
22.61
(aat D/T=0.33,
1
33.35
N
N/NJS, c/D=1)
1.5
66.16
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